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Bismillaahir Rahmanir Rahim

Dear Parents/Guardians,
Assalaamu ‘Alaykum Warahmatullaahi Wabarakaatuh.
I pray this letter reaches you in the best of health and Emaan. Alhamdullilah, with the help
of Allah (subhanahu wa ta’aalaa), Al-Minhaal Academy has completed another rewarding
and prosperous year of academic enrichment. We are grateful to Allah (subhanahu wa
ta’aalaa) first, and then to you, the parents for your consistent and dedicated support
throughout the past school year. Alhamdullilah, our students received exceptional scores
on their SAT exams, followed with a beautiful graduation ceremony with our graduating
class being accepted into such prestigious colleges as: NJIT, Rutgers, Seton Hall, Kean
University, and NJCU. Although faced with many tests from Allah (subhanahu wa
ta’aalaa) and difficult circumstances, through collective, collaborative efforts of our staff,
the parents and Al-Minhaal student body, Allah (subhanahu wa ta’aalaa) has blessed AlMinhaal with an extremely prolific school year. Alhamdulillah, many of our students have
maintained a high standard of academic excellence and made the dean’s list every term.
We have graduated over 50 huffaadh and haafidhaat, walhamdulillah, since the inception
of the school and they now lead in various Masaajid around the United States.
As we begin the new school year, we look forward to reaching new heights and exploring
far-reaching possibilities in terms of scholastic accomplishments and Islamic
development, inshaAllah. Our core focus this year will be on the academics component of
instruction. Our primary goal going into the new school year is to establish higher
standards in regards to academic performance. We also intend to lead by example in
regards to maintaining an Islamic character and environment; and to instill into our
students the desire for tawfiq, love, dignity and appreciation of Islam. We will also
encourage the practice of Islamic principles and values associated with living as young
Muslim youth.
I am grateful to Allah subhana wa ta’ala for giving me another opportunity to serve you
and your children. I welcome your suggestions and/or comments as to positively move
Al-Minhaal Academy to the next level, insha'Allaah.
Your brother in Islam,
Sheikh Ahmed Salem, PhD
Principal
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The mission of Al-Minhaal Academy is to transmit knowledge, provide a safe upbringing away from
negative influences, and to develop a strong character through the values of Islam.

Al-Minhaal Academy seeks to develop in each and every student a positive identity as an American
Muslim who is prepared intellectually, socially, emotionally, spiritually, and physically to succeed in
tomorrow’s world. Al-Minhaal Academy’s students are expected to integrate academic skills, Qur’anic
principles, and ethical behavior in order to make positive contributions to the global community. AlMinhaal Academy aims to develop in each student a balanced character enriched with knowledge,
inspired to excellence, and committed to the betterment of family, community, and humanity.
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I.

TAZKIYYAH
To elevate the spirit by implementing the Qur’an and Sunnah, as well as, total obedience
to Allah subhanna wa ta’ala and His Messenger sallallaahu alayhe wa sallam, in all of our
actions and deeds.

II.

TARBIYYAH
To purify the self and improve the character to do whatever pleases Allah azza wa jall.

III.

ILM (Knowledge)
To enrich the minds of our children with useful, beneficial knowledge to help them to go
through life with great success, Insha’Allah.

Our goal is to combine self-discipline, Islamic morals, and academic excellence in our children,
insha’Allahu ta’ala. Our intent is to implement and promote Islamic awareness in an organized
and structured environment. While providing learning opportunities and enriching activities that
will contribute to a well-rounded Islamic / Academic experience for our Muslim youth, our
children will also be provided with a safe upbringing away from negative influences.

To accomplish these goals, we are committed to:
³ To provide a warm and caring environment that will be conducive to the spiritual
and academic growth and development of the child.
³ To instill an appreciation for all the people of the world, to share and promote
justice, and to proclaim the true message of Al-Islam.
³ To foster a willingness to share time, talent, skills in response to the needs of the
family, school, Islam and local community.
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“I know that the children always learn best when families & schools work together.”
AS A PARENT I PLEDGE TO:
! Emulate the model of Islamic adab.
! Read at least 2 pages of Al-Qur’an daily in Arabic.
! Ensure that my child completes the entire Qur’an by the end of the school year.
! Spend quality time talking and listening to my child every day.
! Praise and recognize my child for their good school work, as well as, their good Islamic
adab (behavior) at home, public and school.
! Help my child develop self-confidence and self-discipline.
! Talk with my child’s teacher and communicate with the school about my child’s progress and
performance.
! Talk with my child about his/her school work.
! Regularly sit with my child at a designated place and time for school work and discussion.
During this allotted time, there will be no disturbances of any kind, such as the television,
radio, and telephone calls.
! Encourage reading: I will always read at least 10 minutes daily, Arabic and English to
my child and I will listen as my child reads to me.
! Make sure my child gets healthy meals, enough sleep, and adequate exercise daily.
! Make sure that my child performs all of the five daily salat, and recite the adhkar (dua)
that he/she learns in school.
! Love my child enough to say “no TV” when necessary.
! Help my child discover the joy that learning and thinking can bring at any age.
! Always try to instill in my child TAQWA (righteous) by having him/her practice all acts of
obedience and striving to please Allah (swt) in whatever he/she does.
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AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY
REGULAR DAY SCHEDULE

Periods

Time

Tahfeedh Class

7:00

-

7:50

Assembly

7:50

-

8:05

Homeroom / Locker Time

8:07

-

8:10

1

8:10

-

8:50

2

8:52

-

9:32

3

9:34

-

10:14

4

10:16

-

10:56

5 (Lunch I : Pre-School – 6th Grades)

10:58

-

11:38

6 (Lunch II: Girls Only)

11:40

-

12:20

7 (Lunch III: 7th – 12th Grade Boys)

12:22

-

1:02

Salah

1:10

-

1:30

8

1:34

-

2:14

9

2:16

-

2:56

Locker Time

2:56

-

3:00

Tahfeedh Class

3:00

-

4:00

DISMISSAL

4:00

SHORTENED DAY SCHEDULE
(EARLY DISMISSAL after 5th Period)

*Teachers in class during 5th Period must remain with the students until they are all dismissed.
* ALL students remaining after 1:30PM should be taken to after care
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ABSENCES / LATENESS POLICIES
Absence is the non-attendance of a student enrolled in AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY .
Parents are required to contact AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY immediately when a student will be absent
for three (3) or more consecutive days. " Students absent three (3) or more consecutive days must present a
medical note to the homeroom teacher or the student will not be admitted to class. Students absent five (5)
or more consecutive days must present a medical note to the homeroom teacher or the student will not be
admitted to class.
Medical excuses that are not provided upon the students return to AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY may not
be accepted at a later date. For absences of one-two days, the absence is excused if the parent called the
school by 8:00 am to inform the office that one's child is sick and to provide a note upon the child's return
with the date of illness, stating that the child's full name and grade, stating the child's name, printing and
signing the; parent's name, and the parent's home and work phone numbers.
Students may not accumulate more than eighteen (18) unexcused absences during the school year. Accrual
of more than eighteen (18) unexcused absences in a one-subject, (nine (9) for a semester course, during the
school year, will result in the loss of credit for the subject. Student enrolled in AL-MINHAAL
ACADEMY shall be in attendance during the days and time school is in session.
Absence from school jeopardizes the ability of a pupil to satisfactorily complete the prescribed course of
study and violates the statues requiring children to attend school. Every parent, guardian or other person
having custody or control of a child shall cause such a child regularly to attend school.
The interruption of the instructional process caused by frequent and/or repeated absence of lateness is a
major concern of all involved. It is with this concern in mind that the following attendance regulations are
recommended.
EXCUSED ABSENCE
An absence shall be considered an “excused absence” for the purpose of determining promotion, retention,
truancy, grades, course credit, eligibility to make up missed assignments and tests for full credit, and
violations of the school code of conduct for attendance, for the following reasons:
i. A parent note is acceptable for an absence of no more than two consecutive days, twice per marking
period. In all other circumstances, a note signed by a licensed medical physician must be provided
disclosing the specific illness or injury preventing school attendance, and the specific days of absence
required. The required doctor's note must be submitted to the school office within three business days upon
the return of the student to school. Parents must make sure to obtain the medical note before leaving the
doctor's office. Doctor's notes received three business days after the student's return will be considered as
unexcused absences.
ii. Requirements of a student’s Individual Health Care Plan;
iii.A death or critical illness in the student’s immediate family, or of others with permission of principal;
iv.Quarantine;
v. The student’s suspension from school;
vi Requirements of the student’s Individualized Education Program (IEP); Alternate short or long term
accommodations for students with disabilities;
vii. The student’s required attendance in court;
ix. Interviews with an admissions officer of an educational institution;
x. Necessary and unavoidable medical or dental appointments that cannot be scheduled at a time other than
the school day.
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UNEXCUSED ABSENCE
An "unexcused absence" is a student’s absence for all or part of a school day for any reason other than
those listed as excused absences above. An unexcused absence may be counted toward retention, truancy,
loss of course credit, ineligibility to make up missed assignments and tests for full credit, and violations of
the school code of conduct for attendance. Absence is expressly not excused for any of the following
reasons (this list is intended to be illustrative and is not inclusive):
1. Family travel; (except under emergency circumstances reviewed and approved on a case by case basis.
a. Parents are allowed one excused week of Family Leave in the case of emergency, and/or other
family issues.
b. The procedure for requesting Family leave is the following:
i. Make the request in writing to the Lead teacher at least two weeks before the planned
leave;
ii. Indicate the reason for the Family Leave;
iii. Provide the exact dates that the child(ren) (no more than five school days) that the
child will be away;
iv. Provide the names and grades of each child going ways;
v. Provide the parent's name, signature, and date.
vi. The Lead Teacher will review the request and will review each child's academic and
attendance that is listed on the Family Leave Request.
vii. The Lead Teacher will then either approve the Parent Leave request as approved and
excused or deny the request.
viii. If the Lead teacher denies the request for excused Family Leave for a student, and the
student still leaves, the days absent will be marked as unexcused, and the student will
not be able to make up the missed work.
2. Performance of household or babysitting duties;
3. Other daytime activities unrelated to the school program;
4. Leaving school without permission when school is still in session;
5. Leaving class because of illness and not reporting to the school nurse as directed; or
6. Being present in school but absent from class without approval. Such absence from class is a "class cut."
EXCESSIVE ABSENCES
Excessive absences are the total of unexcused absences for any reason from school. Three (3) unexcused
absences equal one (1) unexcused absence. fifty-four (54) unexcused lateness= eighteen (18) unexcused
absences, and will result in failure for a full-year course. Twenty-seven (27) unexcused lateness are equal
to nine (9) unexcused absences and will result in failure for a semester course.
*NOTES: Notes submitted for explaining absences must include:
@ Full name of student
@ Dates of absences
@ Reason for absence
@ Parent’s signature
@ Home phone number
@ Work phone number
1. Upon the students return to school from an absence(s), the student will take the note to the homeroom
teacher to be filed for future reference.
2. A daily attendance sheet will be provided. The teachers will assume the student has an unexcused
absence unless otherwise notified.
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3. Students who are absent from school will not be able to participate in school functions or activities for
that day.
4. If a student is absent from school, it is the student’s responsibility to contact the teacher to make up
assignments. The work must be handed in within the length of time (number of days) of the absence,
e.g. one day absent – one day after the return to school to make up the work.
5. Parental notes or phone calls that document or verify a persistent nature, extended medical treatment,
and/or extenuating circumstances will be considered under the appeals process, but still will be
counted as unexcused absences.
6. Six (6) unexcused lateness will be counted as one (1) absence.
A record of each “unexcused late” will be kept by the homeroom teacher. Excessive “lateness”
will result in disciplinary consequence assigned by the designated Administrator. Failure to
comply with disciplinary consequences may result in suspension from AL-MINHAAL
ACADEMY.

ATTENDANCE REGULATIONS
The presence of a student in school or the participation of a student in a school sanctioned activity.
Students must be present at least four (4) hours or more in order to get credit for a full day of attendance.
Students must be in attendance at least two (2) hours in order to receive credit for half a day. Regular
attendance shall be during all the days and hours that AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY is in session.
Regularity of attendance is important if a student is to show a record or success in schoolwork. Students
submitting a note from a parent to the Main Office must do so prior to homeroom to make arrangements
for an early dismissal for a medical or similar appointment. The note must have a telephone number where
the parent or guardian may be contacted to verify the request.
No student will be granted a dismissal without a parental contact. Parents not having a telephone are
obligated to contact the Main Office.
No student is to go home during the school day without first obtaining permission from the Principal or
from the administrative staff, in case of illness.
Should a student leave without permission, any note asking that an excuse is granted will be unacceptable
after the fact.
All calls referring to a student’s absence are to be directed to the Main Office and supported by a note
from the parent/guardian upon return to AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY.
DROP OFF PROCEDURES
(A) 1764 A New Durham Road, Location: All children must be dropped off through the toddler
entrance of the school. The parking lot is reserved for school personnel, please do not park in these spaces
when bringing your children to school.
PICK UP PROCEDURES
(A) 1764 New Durham Road, Location: All parents must pick up their children from the Toddler door.
Parents are asked to pick up their children and immediately leave the building; they should not impede
others from picking up their children, nor inconvenience our neighbor from coming to and fro. They have
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complained and they may call the police, thus, AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY will not be liable for tickets
issued for illegally parked vehicles.
EARLY PICK UP PROCEDURES
Occasionally parents need to pick students up before the school day is over. This may be difficult if the
student has not had adequate time to prepare for the departure. It may also cause disruption in the flow of
instruction for the class that they are leaving. It is necessary, therefore, to follow a procedure that allows
staff, parents, and the student to accomplish this task expediently and efficiently.
Important: Please note that parents are required to sign the student out in the office before the
student can be dismissed from class. Parents will not be allowed to pick the students up directly
from their classes. The faculty will provide instructional guidance and materials for make-up work
to be sent with the student if given at least one day’s notice. If this is not possible, the faculty will
make preparations for make-up work when the student returns.
The office will arrange to have the student in the office and ready to go if given at least 30
minutes’ notice. Notice may be given by a telephone call, the parents may come in person early, or
a note can be turned into the office at the start of the school day. If adequate notice as described in
parts one and/or two of this policy is not made, teachers and office staff will be expected to do the
best they can in supporting the student and parents in a smooth departure without sacrificing
effective school operations in the process.
STUDENT LEAVE OF ABSENSE
In the event that students must take a leave of absence for more than one week, the Administration must be
notified. In most cases, two weeks’ notice will be considered adequate for the teacher to prepare. On the
instruction of the Administration, the teacher will provide equivalent educational guidance and
instructional materials to the student or family.
On shorter notice, the teachers are encouraged to do the best they can without disrupting the quality of the
immediate instructional needs of the class.
Note: Parents will be charged regular tuition for these extended absences.
WITHDRAWAL
We request that the school be notified as much in advance as possible when your child is withdrawn. We
must have on file a withdrawal form or letter stating the date of withdrawal and the reason(s) for removing
your child from the school. All fees must be cleared and books returned before records will be released.
ATHLETIC AND CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
The AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY recognizes the value of a program of interscholastic athletics for boys
and girls as an integral part of the total school experience. The primary purpose of the athletic program at
AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY is to promote the physical, mental, social, emotional, and moral well-being
of participates. Participation in athletics is a privilege that may be earned by students who can fulfill and
adhere to basic requirements of scholarship and physical capability.
AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY shall determine the standard of eligibility to be met by all students
participating in the interscholastic program. Such standards shall require that each student be in good
physical condition, be free of injury and be fully recovered from any illness prior participating in
interscholastic athletics that will conform to rules of the State Board of Education, the New Jersey State
Interscholastic Athletic Association (NJSIAA).
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Student participation shall also be subjected to the following rules of AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY .
1. No student at AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY will be eligible to participate in any athletic and/or cocurricular activity unless the student maintains a “B” average.
2. Eligibility for athletic and/or co-curricular activities in marking periods other than the first will require
the student to meet AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY ’s eligibility requirement based upon the grades
from the preceding marking period.

COMPUTER LAB
Regulations
1. Students must enter the Computer Lab at the beginning of the period and remain for the
entire period.
2. Students leaving the Computer Lab for any reason must have a pass.
3. Quiet and orderly conduct is to prevail in the Computer Lab at all times.
4. All students utilizing the Computer Lab must be assigned only one computer to use. This
will assist administration in tracking down any damages to the hardware caused by the
intentional abuse of students.
5. All students using the Computer Lab during non-scheduled class time must sign the log
upon entering the Lab.
6. No password will be given without permission of the Lead teacher and/or Principal unless
they are given to an individual student to use an assigned computer lab computer.
7. Students are not to save work on school computers; all work is to be saved the students'
hard drives.
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INTERNET USE
Al-Minhaal Academy has established an Internet connection for use by students, teachers, and
administrators. The purpose of this Internet access is to promote our educational programs and goals in the
following ways:
1. Students and faculty can use the Internet and World Wide Web for research.
2. Students can be prepared to use the Internet and electronic communications media more
effectively in college and in the work place.
3. Students can take virtual "field trips" to National and International Internet sites.
4. The school can establish a presence on the World Wide Web.
5. Individuals and classes can communicate locally and around the world using electronic mail.
6. Schools can access current and archived information from a variety of institutions and participate
in global collaborative projects with other schools.
The following standards apply:
1. (only if allowed by the teacher to check emails for an assignment only) Check e-mail at least
daily, preferably more frequently.
2. Remain within your allocated disk quota.
3. Keep messages remaining in your mailbox to a minimum.
4. Download stored messages to flash drive or disk to relieve storage space.
5. Be concise and descriptive of the message content on the "subject" line.
CAUTIONS
The Internet and the World Wide Web are made up of millions of computers and users. Much of the
material available may not be considered educationally valuable or appropriate in a school setting. Some
of the material may be controversial, and would be considered unacceptable by many in the school
community.
Not all of the users on the Internet and the World Wide Web have the best interests of the children at heart,
which means that strict security, vigilance, and close supervision must be imposed by the administration of
AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY . The school will utilize “Cyber Sitter” software to limit access to
unacceptable material and unfriendly users, it must be recognized that there is no impervious security. This
document provides some guidelines for security, safety, and etiquette on the Internet, and explains how the
school will promote acceptable use and the consequences of unacceptable use.
Users must recognize that the school has limited computer resources that are shared by many students and
teachers. Additionally, the communications links available provide limited bandwidth, which means that
large numbers of concurrent users may affect the speed of response times for all users. Classroom
computers are available for Internet access only during limited periods during the school day – under close
supervision by AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY faculty.
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GUIDELINES
The operation of the Internet relies upon the proper conduct of users, who must adhere to strict guidelines.
If an AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY user violates any of these guidelines, that account will be terminated
and future access may be denied. The following rules will apply to all users of AL-MINHAAL
ACADEMY ’s electronic information and communications systems.
PRIVILEGE
Use of the Internet is a privilege, not a right. Inappropriate use will result in cancellation of the privilege.
Each individual who receives an account will be given information pertaining to proper use of the
network. Teachers and AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY administrators will decide what inappropriate use is,
and their decision will be final. An Internet account may be closed at any time deemed necessary by
recommendation of the faculty, administration, or staff.
PERSONAL SAFETY
It is especially critical to be wary of "Friendships" developed on-line. Be that, under the veil of electronic
communications, one gender can pose as another, and older persons may pass themselves off as younger.
The user is advised never to give an Email acquaintance a full name, address or telephone number, and the
user must never arrange to meet an Email acquaintance in person unless the user is accompanied by a
parent or adult. If the user receives inappropriate Email from anyone, the message should be forwarded to
the Internet coordinator for investigation and possible action.

CONFICT RESOLUTION
Please adhere to the following steps whenever there are any concerns regarding any aspect of the school,
including complaints, grievances, or questions:
1. Parents / students must first speak to their respective teachers or the staff.
2. The parents should submit their concerns through e-mail to the lead teacher and if they did not
receive a response then they must submit their concern through e-mail to the principal. As
soon as the principal receives the written complaint, he must act towards a resolution. If a
ruling cannot be reached, the principal will refer the matter to the (SEC) School Executive
Committee.
3. If the matter warrants further consultation, the Parent has the right to consult the matter to the
school’s board members for possible resolution.
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CURRICULUM
PRINCIPALS
The principal is essential to the monitoring and implementation of the curriculum. The site administrator
provides feedback to the Division of Instruction and the executive director concerning the problems and/or
issues related to the written, taught, and tested curriculum. To support curriculum delivery the principal is
expected to use strategies such as:
•

conveying the significance of effective curriculum implementation on a daily basis

•

observing teaching in each classroom, monitoring lessons, and evaluating teacher-made tests

•

developing a working knowledge of the curriculum scope and sequence for all subjects/courses

•

meeting with instructional team staff

•

providing site-based staff development

•

providing opportunities for teachers to discuss and share ideas and strategies

•

helping parents to understand their role in supporting learning of the curriculum

•

using data to assess the effectiveness of classroom instruction and the adequacy of the written
curriculum

•

identifying staff development needs

•

approving the curriculum and policies that influence both the design and delivery of curriculum

•

setting curriculum guidelines and priorities

•

organizing and facilitating committees to develop and review the curriculum

•

providing /locating training and resources needed to implement the curriculum

•

providing support to principals in their role of implementing and managing the curriculum at
their local school sites

LEAD TEACHERS
Implementation of School Policies
•

Coordinate and check the overall implementation and direction of Al-Minhaal Academy’s academic
program.

•

Facilitate parent-teacher communication, including awareness and relations between both, ensure
proper training, accountability, and accomplishment of teachers’ duties.

•

Assist in the development of the academic curriculum, with the respective teacher’s input, and give it
to the Principal at least two weeks before the new school year begins, for approval.

•

Check lesson plans to ensure that they are in accordance with core curriculum standards and that
lessons are planned to employ various learning styles.

•

Enforce all policies in the Parent and the Staff Handbooks.

•

Assist the Principal to develop a clearly defined and specified remedial or on the job training program
for staff members demonstrating consistent deficiencies in areas of their job performance.
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•

Recommend to the Principal to suspend a staff member for consistently violating any handbook
policies after providing clear and written warnings with accurate and concise documentation.

•

Ensure adequate record keeping.

•

Send staff evaluations to Principal within one month of the due date.

•

Provide staff with list of useful conferences and staff development material.

•

Hold monthly staff/department meetings.

•

Monitor completion of curriculum in a timely manner every quarter.

•

Determine reasonability of staff budgetary needs.

•

Be a good Islamic role model for the students and staff.

•

Read and sign off on every communication sent to the parents by teachers.

•

Supervise and ensure all books, educational videos and other instructional material is Islamically
appropriate, including books in the classroom.

•

Monitor videos, DVDs, and CDs to ensure that they are strictly educational.

•

Lead Teachers shall be observing classroom instruction throughout the year and this shall include
scheduling an appointment for a formal observation in a classroom with the teacher. Following a
formal classroom observation, the teacher will receive a complete “Class Visitation Report”. After
reviewing the “Lead Teacher Class Visitation Report”, the teacher will sign it and return one copy to
the Lead Teacher. The Lead Teacher will provide a copy to the Principal. Teachers should feel free to
invite the Lead teacher into the classroom to observe any special activity that was planned. Unannounced visitations by the Lead Teacher do not require an appointment.

Student Related Responsibilities
•

Supervise student placement and promotion

•

Work closely with students who are having discipline problems and make recommendations to the
principal on suspension/expulsions.

•

Coordinate activities involving student body, including field trips, lockers, bake sales, after-school
clubs, etc.

•

Ensure good presentation at the school functions with high quality extra-curricular programs

•

Supervise field trips

•

Enforce school dress code and cleanliness among students.

Responsibilities towards Principal
•

Help Principal interview and hire potential staff.

•

Submit staff evaluations to Principal (October, February and May)

•

Actively participate in school fundraisers and promotions

•

Help in revisions of the Policy Handbooks

•

Assist in the Accreditation process

•

Participate Open House for prospective students and parents
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TEACHERS
Teachers are responsible for effectively teaching the planned curriculum as directed and for assessing
student mastery with a variety of assessment tools, including any required district / state assessments. To
support learning of the required curriculum, teachers are responsible for:
•

involving students in the learning process

•

determining students’ learning strengths and needs

•

communicating learning strengths and needs to students, parents, and colleagues

•

encouraging parents to support students learning

•

participating in the district/campus training designed to support these functions

•

using assessment as diagnostic tool

STUDENTS
Students are recognized and valued as the beneficiaries of the teaching / learning process. However, in
order for optimal learning to occur, students recognize the importance of their active participation in the
learning process.
Student responsibilities include the following:
•

understanding their learning strengths and needs

•

meeting or exceeding learning requirements based on the district curriculum standards

•

recognizing the impact their behavior has on their learning and the learning of others.

PARENTS
The success of students is facilitated in a setting where a strong link between communities and schools
exists. Parents are encouraged to assume an active role in the education of their children. The
responsibilities of parents include the following:
•

providing input into the design of the curriculum

•

identifying students’ needs and providing information about their children to the schools

•

reinforcing the learning process by monitoring students’ progress

•

interacting frequently with the schools

•

creating a home environment that supports teaching and learning
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DISCIPLINE BASIC RULES
Our discipline basic rules are for the safety of our precious children and for the enrichment of their
learning process. The policy set forth states in brief what is expected from all students with respect to their
behavior and general Islamic adab.
The basic premises of our discipline system are four (4):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Every student should act as a responsible Muslim
Every student has a right to learn.
Every teacher has a right to teach.
No student should prevent a teacher from teaching or a student from learning.

STUDENT CELLPHONE/CAR KEYS POLICY:
Students arriving at school with a cell phone/car keys and/or electronic devices must submit them to the
front office upon arrival and before heading to class. If a student fails to do so, the cell phone/car
keys/electronic device will be confiscated and returned to the parents only. A second offense will result in
confiscation until the parent comes in for a meeting with the Lead teacher and/ or Principal. Third Offense
will result in confiscation and return at the end of the academic year.
Any objects or devices deemed the Lead teacher and/or Principal to disrupt the learning process will either
be subject to the cell phone/car key/electronic device policy or may be banned entirely from school.
DISCIPLINE SYSTEM
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISCIPLINE POLICY
In order to secure the best possible learning environment, guidelines of acceptable behavior and class rules
to be followed consistently are set and enforced. These disciplinary procedures and consequences will help
the students realize their responsibility to behave appropriately. Insha’Allah, this 5-Step Referral System
will allow your child to make appropriate choices, which will, in turn, ensure the proper Islamic
environment in the classroom. The students will be either rewarded or penalized for their behavior.
SECONDARY DISCIPLINE POLICY
The Prophet sallallaahu alayhe wa sallam said:
“Righteous is good morality, and wrongdoing is that which waivers in your soul and
which you dislike people finding out about.” narrated by MUSLIM
The goal of AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY is to foster an Islamic environment that is safe and conducive to
learning based on Islamic teaching derived from Qur’an and Sunnah of our Prophet Mohammed
sallallaahu alayhe wa sallam.
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DISCIPLINE CODE OF CONDUCT IS IN FORCE:
The AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY Discipline Code apply in the following situations:
1. During regular school hours.
2. On the school bus or other transportation sanctioned by the school.
3. During school-sponsored events.
4. When going to and from school.
5. During events and activities associated with the school.
6. With respect to any misconduct toward any school employee or damage to his/her property,
whether on or off school premises.
Additionally, the Principal is authorized to begin disciplinary action when a student’s misconduct away
from school has a detrimental effect on the other students or on the orderly educational process. The
violation is usually directly connected to prior violations at school, threatens to produce further violations
at school, and poses a likelihood of danger to the physical, emotional health, welfare of students or school
personnel, and/or whose continued presence in the school is disruptive to the educational process.
DUE PROCESS RIGHTS
Any student whose conduct may warrant suspension or expulsion will be provided due process.
STUDENTS:
1. A notification of the violation.
2. An opportunity to present his/her side of the story to the appropriate school personnel.
3. Receive appropriate consequences for action.
PARENTS:
1. A written notification of the violation and the consequence decided by the school.
2. Twenty-four hour notice to meet with the proper school personnel for a fair and impartial
conference, unless the student’s behavior is so disruptive that he/she cannot complete the school
day.
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THE RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES OF
Al-Minhaal Academy STUDENTS
STUDENTS HAVE THE RIGHT TO:
A quality education

STUDENTS HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO:
Put forth their best effort to meet classroom expectations
Conduct themselves in such a manner as to promote a
positive educational environment

Education without undo interruption, disruption,
fear, or inhibition

Privacy in their person and possessions unless
school personnel have reason to believe that
inappropriate and/or dangerous materials are being
carried and or concealed by the student
A copy of the Code of Conduct

Not interfere with the orderly conduct of classes and
activities; not force others to participate, and violate the
rights of persons who may disagree
Not carry, conceal, or bring onto school property
materials, which are inappropriate or may disrupt the
educational process
Read and abide by the Code of Conduct

Receive respect from school personnel and other
students

Show respect for other students and school personnel

Due process procedures according to school policies

Read and understand their due process rights

Participate in school functions and extracurricular
activities

Meet academic qualifications, other criteria and
qualifications and/or standards of behavior

Protection and confidentiality when fulfilling
responsibility to report violations of the code of
conduct

Assist school personnel by reporting misconduct
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LEVEL I INFRACTIONS CONDUCT THAT IMPEDES ORDERLY OPERATIONS OF CLASSROOM OR SCHOOL
Level 1 behavior will be handled by the classroom teacher whenever possible. A teacher will not refer a student
engaging in Level 1 behavior to the school Administrators until the classroom teacher has taken at least three
documented progressive Level 1 disciplinary actions and has held a conference with the student and parents.
Thereafter, the classroom teacher may refer the student to the administration through a written referral. However,
referrals to Assistant Principal may be made when the misbehavior occurs outside the classroom or in exceptional
circumstances where the classroom teacher believes outside assistance is necessary. This list of violations is not all
inclusive, but only representative and illustrative. A student committing an improper act of misconduct, which
does not happen to be specifically listed, is still subject to disciplinary action.

INFRACTION

DEFINITION

DISCIPLINARY ACTION
Examples of disciplinary actions which
classroom teachers can use include, but are
not limited to: verbal reprimand, or oral or
written notification to parent(s); student
mediation contracts, teacher or team
conference with student/parent(s);
separation from peers, denial of class
privileges, counselor referral,
administrative referral,.

1. Disruptive Behavior

Engaging in any conduct that causes or results
in the breakdown of the orderly process of
instruction and/or school activity

2. Littering

Throwing or dropping paper, trash, or other
material on the floor or ground

“

“

3. Refusal to do
classroom work

Refusing to complete work, labs, projects or
other assignments given by the teacher.

“

“

4. Verbal Altercation

Engaging in minor verbal altercation.
Insulting, taunting, or challenging another
person under circumstances in which such
conduct could provoke a violent or disruptive
response

“

“

“

“

5. Violating classroom
rules
6. Electronic and other
communication
devices

7. Tardiness

Not following the classroom rules
No student shall use, display or possesses
any electronic devices, such as, cell phones,
MP3 players, games, CD / DVD players,
pagers, etc. without approval on school
property

Detention and conference with the
Principal. Parents will be asked to pick up
device. Constant offenses- Suspension.
Device will be confiscated until the end of
the school year.

Not being seated in the classroom when class
is scheduled to begin on the second bell.

Tardiness’ are recorded in teacher’s record
book, verbal reprimand, teacher-detention
given every third tardy.
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LEVEL II INFRACTIONS - ILLEGAL AND/OR SERIOUS CONDUCT
A student charged with a Level 2 violation shall be subject to the disciplinary actions listed below.
Contact will be made either through a personal conference, phone conference, or in the event the previous are not
possible, through written communication. Teachers making an office referral must do so in writing either at the
time of the violation or as soon as possible thereafter. This list of violations is not all inclusive, but only
representative and illustrative. A student committing an improper act of misconduct that does not happen to be
specifically listed is still subject to disciplinary action.
Note: Any student charged with a subsequent Level 2 violation can be referred to the Administration for
expulsion.

DEFINITION

1ST OFFENSE

2ND OFFENSE

3RD OFFENSE

8. Academic
misconduct

Plagiarizing, cheating, copying
another’s work, attempting to gain or
gaining unauthorized access to material,
using submitting, or providing data or
answers dishonestly, by deceit, or by
means other than those authorized by
the teacher

detention
or 1 day
suspension

1-2 days
suspension

2-3 days
suspension

9. Inappropriate
language

Using any form of cursing, no matter
what language in which it is spoken in,
including hand or bodily gestures

detention
or 1day
suspension

1-2 days
suspension

2-3 days
suspension

10. Lying

Giving or providing intentionally untrue
or misleading information or
communication

detention
or 1day
suspension

1-2 days
suspension

2-3 days
suspension

1 day
suspension

2 days
suspension

3 days
suspension

Under $50
Restitution,
1day
suspension

Restitution,
1-2 days
suspension

Restitution
2-3 days
suspension

detention,
or 1day
suspension

1-2 days
suspension

1-10 days
suspension

detention,1day
suspension

1-2 days
suspension

2-3 days
suspension

INFRACTION

11. Altering
official
documents
12. Damage or
destruction of
property

Forging, falsifying, or unauthorized
alteration of a document
Causing, attempting to cause, or
threatening to cause damage to school
or private property causing minor
damage or defacing school or private
property

13. Misuse of
equipment

students using school online services for
illegal, inappropriate, or obscene
purposes

14.
Insubordinations

Refusing to comply, either verbally or
non-verbally with a reasonable request
or directive
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15. Loitering

16. Trespassing

17. Truancy

18. Fighting

19. Bullying

Being present in or about a school under
one or more of the following
circumstances:
1. after a reasonable request to
leave
2. without a legitimate reason for
being there
3. without proper authorization or
permission from anyone
authorized to grant permission
4. after refusing to identify oneself.
Being in the school building or on
school grounds without permission or
authorization, or refusing to comply
with a request to leave school premises

Being absent from school without
authorization, failure to follow proper
attendance check-in, check -out and
absence procedures, skipping classes or
school
Engaging in verbal, hitting, punching,
or any other kind of physical
altercation, whether initiating or
retaliating.
Engaging in verbal, physical, emotional
and/or threatening acts of bullying
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detention,
1 day
suspension

1-2 days
in school
suspension

2-3 days
suspension

1day detention,
suspension

1-2 days
suspension,

2-3 days
suspension

1 day
suspension,

1-2 days
suspension,

No make-up
work will be
accepted for
classes missed
as a result of
truancy

No make-up
work will be
accepted for
classes missed
as a result of
truancy

2-3 days
suspension

1 day
suspension

1-2 days
suspension

2-3 days
suspension

Detention,
conference with
the principal,
written
warning,
parents notified

1-2 days
suspension

2-3 days
suspension
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LEVEL III INFRACTIONS - CONDUCT THAT IS SERIOUS OR ILLEGAL AND IS POTENTIALLY
LIFE OR HEALTH THREATENING.
AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY have a zero-tolerance policy for all Level 3 infractions. A student charged with a
Level 3 violation will be subject to an open suspension of up to 14 days and a recommendation for expulsion to the
board and/or legal action. Students expelled from AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY may not be reinstated at a later
date. The proper authorities will be notified in the event that a student commits any illegal act. Parent(s) or
guardian(s) will be required to meet with school personnel and the proper authorities. This list of violations is not
all inclusive, but only representative and illustrative. A student committing an improper act of misconduct which
does not happen to be specifically listed is still subject to disciplinary and/or legal action.
INFRACTION
20. Electronic access

DEFINITION
Using without
authorization
electronic passwords,
codes for any reason,
including but not
limited to accessing,
controlling, or
disabling
technological
devices or services

1ST OFFENSE
1 day suspension,
Detention and
conference with the
Principal. Parents will
be asked to pick up
device

2ND OFFENSE
1-2 days Suspension.

1 day suspension

1-2 days
suspension

Device will be
confiscated until
the end of the
school year

3RD OFFENSE
2-3 days
Suspension.
Device will
be confiscated
until the end of the
school year

21. Intimidation or
Menacing
incitement

Threatening another,
either verbally or
nonverbally, by
inflicting fear or
damage to property,
instigating, or
encouraging acts of
misconduct

22. Theft

Stealing, attempting to steal, possessing or transferring school or private
property or participating in the theft or attempted theft of school or private
property

3-14 days suspension,
recommended for
expulsion

23. Possession or
concealment of
weapon or
dangerous
instrument

Using, possessing, attempting to possess, brandishing or concealing any
weapon, dangerous instrument, device, materials, look alike, replicas, or
any other item deemed to be dangerous. The definition of a knife includes,
but is not limited to, a cutting instrument consisting of a sharp blade
fastened to a handle.

3-14 days suspension,
recommended for
expulsion

24. Obscenities,
Verbal abuse,
vulgarity

Directing obscene, abusive, vulgar, profane harassing, insulting, racial,
sexual, religious or ethnic slurs, written or verbal, toward school personnel
or any member of the school community. This shall include use of
obscene gestures and sign that willfully intimidate, insult, or in any other
manner, abuse others

3-14 days suspension,
recommended for
expulsion

25. Gender
fraternization,
promiscuous
behavior

Committing acts that are sexual in nature and fall outside the Islamic
teaching on this matter, relations either inside the school or outside.
Relations between the sexes-dating, meeting in private-both inside and
outside of school.
Evidence of Islamically immoral behavior or communication, written or
otherwise.

3-14 days suspension,
recommended for
expulsion
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CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
No staff members of AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY shall inflict or be the cause of corporal
punishment (i.e. Standing on one foot, putting a book on the head, striking, etc.) upon any student
attending AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY.
Any staff member that uses corporal punishment will be suspended immediately pending possible
termination after completion of investigation.
A staff member may use and apply such amounts of force as is reasonable and necessary.
1. To quiet a disturbance, threatening physical injury to others.
2. To obtain possession of weapons or other dangerous objects upon the person or within the control
of a pupil.
3. For the purpose of self-defense; and
4. For the protection of persons or property
DETENTION
Detentions are given for Level 1 Infractions and some minor Level 2 Infractions. A referral for a detention
is written by the teacher who then passes the written referral to the Principal or Assistant lead teacher. The
Principal then makes the final decision to implement the detention, depending on the circumstances and
infraction. Students will be expected to serve After School Detention, from 3:15 to 4:00 pm for every five
detentions received by the Assistant Principal. For example: 5 detentions, 10 detentions, 15 detentions, etc.
unless they receive 3 or more detentions in the same school week. In the latter case, they will be suspended
for one day.
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION
If a student earns three suspensions, he/she will be placed on disciplinary probation. He/she also may be
placed on probation by the Administration for committing a Level Three infraction. If a student commits
an offense that warrants a suspension, while on probation, he/she will be placed on an open suspension and
his/her name will be submitted to the SEC, School Executive Team, or to the Team of the Board for
possible expulsion. At the end of the third quarter, the administration will submit the list of all students on
Disciplinary Probation. The Executive Management Team of the Board will then make the final decision
to readmit the students or not for the following school year.
Students are expected to serve all disciplinary assignments given to them or further action will be taken.
Detention Hours are from 3:15pm to 4:00pm on assigned days for committing a Level 1 infraction. Those
engaging in unislamic, immoral behavior will be assigned detention from the hours of 3:15pm to 7:00pm.
EXCESSIVE CLASSROOM DISRUPTION POLICY
The reason our students are at AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY is to receive quality education, and we
cannot allow any behavior that takes away from this goal. Consequently, the school will adopt the
following policy for any class that has excessive interruption of instructional time.
A student who is disrupting the class will have his name written on the board without any discussion. The
next time the student disrupts the class he will have a check written next to his/her name. At the third
disruption, the student will be sent to the Secondary Assistant Principal’s office with another student from
the class. If the Assistant Principal is not available, the student must see the Principal. If the situation is not
resolved or persists, the designated administrator will call home and explain to a parent that he/she will not
be allowed to return to class for the rest of the day and will be suspended for the next day.
The imposition of the above policy is left to the discretion of the Administration and parents will be
informed in writing of the imposition of the policy.
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EXPULSION PROCEDURES
A student may be referred to the Principal for expulsion as a result of receiving a suspension while they
are on disciplinary probation, or as a result of committing a Level 3 Infraction.
When a student is referred to the Principal for expulsion, the family will be informed in writing that the
student is placed on open suspension and will describe the reason for the school's action.
•

The Principal will hold a meeting to review the case within 14 school days from the day of
suspension.

•

The student and his/her guardian may appeal within 10 days in writing to present their case to the
Principal.

•

The Principal will make a decision that will be conveyed to the parents in writing as soon as
possible after consulting with the SEC.

•

The decision of the Principal is final.

Students on open suspensions may not return to school without a decision from the Principal. They also
may not participate in any school activity or function including field trips or after school events.
SUSPENSION
A student may be suspended for committing an offense or other severe disruption of the education process.
For the duration of the suspension, a student is excluded with parent knowledge and is not allowed to
attend classes, extracurricular activities, school functions, or be on the school premises.
The number of suspended days is equal to the number of days allowed to make up class work and
homework missed during the first suspension. Students will not be permitted to make up quizzes and tests.
However, no make-up work is permitted for subsequent suspensions.
All suspensions and expulsion will be recorded on student transcripts.
DRESS CODE
All students must be in uniform. Any student who does not adhere to any portion of the uniform policy
will be sent home. NO EXCEPTIONS MADE. Students in grades Pre-School through 7th grades are
required to wear uniforms on a daily basis as follows:
PRESCHOOL-2ND GRADE GIRLS
- Blue long sleeve peter pan polo
- Navy blue solid ankle length leggings
- Navy blue jumper
- White/blue scarf (mandatory for 1st and 2nd grades only)
- Black shoes
3RD GRADE-6TH GRADE GIRLS
- Navy blue abaya
- Navy blue plain front blend chino pants
- Scarf-two piece style (navy blue bandana & white long scarf)
- Black shoes (no heels)
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7TH GRADE-8TH GRADE GIRLS
- Black Abaya
- Black plain front blend chino pants
- Scarf-two piece style (black bandana & sky blue long scarf)
- Black Shoes (no heels)
9TH GRADE GIRLS-12TH GRADE GIRLS
- Black Abaya
- Black plain front blend chino pants
- Scarf-two piece style (black bandana & royal blue long scarf)
- Black Shoes (no heels)
PRESCHOOL-2ND GRADE BOYS
- Blue long sleeve interlock polo
- Navy blue stain resistant plain front chino pants
- Navy blue fine gauge v-neck vest
- Black shoes
3RD GRADE-6TH GRADE BOYS
- Blue long sleeve no iron pinpoint shirt
- Arctic gray iron knee blend plaint front chino pants
- Navy blue fine gauge v-neck vest
- Black Shoes
7TH GRADE-8TH GRADE BOYS
- French blue long sleeve no iron pinpoint shirt
- Gray dress pants
- Fine gauge v-neck vest
- Black Shoes
TAHFEEDH STUDENTS (BOYS)
- Gray Thoub
- Black Shoes
It is the responsibility both the parent and the student to make sure that the student comes to school daily in
compliance with the dress code/ uniform policy. If a student arrives to school not in compliance with the dress
code / uniform policy, the student will not be allowed to class. The parent will be called to pick up the child and to
return the child to school once he or she is in compliance with the dress code/ uniform policy.
If a student has a legitimate excuse for not being in compliance with the uniform policy, the parent must provide
the student with a. Note containing the following " The date, student's full name and grade, reason for not being in
uniform, and parent's full name, signature, date, and contact number.
If the excuse is approved by administration, the student will be given a special, dated uniform excuse pass,
indicating the student's full name, grade level, and excused uniform item, signed and dated by an administrator.
The student is to show this pass to each teacher at the start of the period, and to return the uniform pass to the
office at the end of the school day.
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GENERAL UNIFORM RESTRICTIONS
BROTHERS
1) Thoub and uniform must be cleaned and ironed.
2) All pants must be hemmed above the ankles. No cuffed or rolled up pants permitted.
1. If a student comes to school with cuffed or rolled up pants, the parents will either have to bring the
approved uniform pants or the child will be sent home to change.
3) All footwear must be laced and tied completely.
4) Fading, Coloring, Mohawk, dreadlocks, long hair, and uneven haircuts are not permitted in school;
teachers should send students with this haircut to the main office.
5) No jewelry, with the exception of one ring, can be worn.
6) Only plain navy blue or black cardigan sweaters without print, pictures, or words are allowed to be
worn over uniforms during the colder months."
7) Hoodies are not to be worn in the school during school hours. All hoodies, coats, jackets, hats, gloves,
mittens, scarves, and other non-uniform attire must be placed in the lockers, as instructed by teachers.
SISTERS
1)
2)
1)
2)

Sisters are to wear a completely closed over garment at all times.
No shoes are to be worn that make noise when a sister walks in them (e.g. high heels or clogs).
Shoes are also to be completely tied and laced.
Any sister that wears a niqaab to school must wear it all day. Sisters are not allowed to remove their
niqaabs when walking in the halls.
3) Open display of jewelry will not be permitted.
GYM UNIFORM
All students (boys and girls) must wear
§ plain navy blue sweat suits (no designs)
§ Clean sneakers on gym days only.
§ On warm days they may substitute a plain T-shirt (no design) for a sweat top.
GROOMING
All students
o Should shower daily. Be mindful of hygienic concerns.
o Like the use of deodorants.
o Nails must be clean as it is the Sunnah.
o All brothers must have neat haircuts.
o Girls must not wear nail polish or nose earrings. `
o Ears/earrings should not be shown on the outside of the khimar.
o Feet are to be covered with socks or non-transparent stockings.
o Hair longer then the khimar should keep the hair tied up, so that it does not show.
o Girls shall not wear any type of make-up to school
o No wristbands or necklaces should be worn.
EMERGENCY CLOSING
In the event school is to be closed because of weather conditions, teachers and students must check school
website or Television channel 12 to get an up to the minute school closing status. They may also call the
main campus at (908) 500-2706 after 6:30 a.m. and a recorded message will announce the closing.
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EVALUATION
AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY will offer a “How are we doing” evaluation form to be completed on a
quarterly basis by the parents. The forms will be available at the main office and should be returned there.
EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS
AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY places a great deal of emphasis on extra-curriculum activities, because they
facilitate balance and broaden the minds of our students. Please refer to the calendar for scheduled events.
RAMADAN AND IFTAR ACTIVITIES
Ramadan is a sacred occasion for Muslims. Muslims strengthen their relationship with Allah (swt) by
increased worship. Students of AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY , fast during school hours from the third to
twelfth grades. Lunch is provided for Pre-K to second grade daily, unless advised otherwise by parents.
The school day is shortened during Ramadan, and the normal routine of Physical Education is eased to
accommodate students who are fasting. Through skits, stories, and short talks, the students are reminded
that fasting is for Allah alone.
Family Iftars arranged by the Elementary and Secondary departments, are occasions for family, fun, and
competitions.
ASSEMBLIES
Student-body assemblies are held frequently to promote an Islamic theme by both teachers and students.
Assemblies at times are divided into: Elementary; Secondary Girls; and Secondary Boys. Student Council
also holds bi-weekly assemblies for all Secondary students.
FIRE DRILLS
Fire drills will be held intermittently throughout the year. Without exception, all employees are to exit the building
during fire drills in accordance with posted fire drill routes.
1. The purpose of the fire drill is to develop and maintain a prompt, orderly evacuation procedure. Safety
should not be sacrificed for speed.
2. Fire Drills will be held intermittently throughout the year. The signal is a continuous alarm sound.
3. Without exception, all students and teachers must leave the building. Teachers having duty or preparation
period will assist wherever possible or necessary.
4. Each class shall pass from the room in an orderly manner. It is understood that at all times, order and
understanding of procedures are more important than speed. Unless otherwise instructed, no attempt will
be made to take books or possessions.
5. Windows and doors must be closed, but the door unlocked and the lights turned off when the room is
vacant.
6. Teachers must take their Roll/Attendance Book with them.
7. The locations of emergency exits are posted in each room. All teachers should review the fire drill route,
procedure and designated meeting place.
8. Each teacher must take class attendance daily and enter it in the roll book. Any student who is not in the
assigned section will be marked as cut from class. A disciplinary referral to the Principal will need to be
initiated by the teacher.
9. The Principal and designated Administrators will make a final check to clear stragglers out of the building.
10. Students will return when notified by administrative personnel of AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY.
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11. Under no circumstances should any student be allowed to leave their assigned area for any reason. It is the
responsibility of each teacher to control and manage their classes during all fire drills.
12. At no time should students be allowed to leave their classroom group.
13. Teachers must leave the building with their classes and remain with their classes throughout the duration
of the fire drill. Teachers must also return to their class with their students. A second attendance should be
initiated once all students have returned to the classroom.
Emergency Evacuation Plan
• Infant – KG will exit from the Early Childhood Entrance (Door #3)
• 1st – 6th Grades will exit through the Gym (Door #2)
• Tahfeedh and students in the Prayer hall, exit through the sister’s entrance (Door #5)
• Brothers/students on the Musallah will exit by the Masjid’s entrance (Door #6)
• 7th – 12th grade sisters will exit through the main front door by the office
• 7th – 12th grade brothers will exit by the men’s bathroom (Door #1)
Once outside, all students will proceed to the area or the Masjid and stand along the fence away from the building.
The 7th – 12th grade sisters will stand across the driveway, on the grass, as far away from the building as possible.
Code Blue is a status used to describe a situation in which there is a danger in the larger community. The outside
doors are locked and teachers are to close all window shades to the outside. Typically, instruction continues and
student movement around the building is closely monitored. Parents and visitors needing to enter the building
during a Code Blue will be asked to show identification and state the purpose of the visit. A Code Blue can be
activated by the principal of the school, local authorities, such as the police or fire department. When it has been
determined by the authorities that the danger to our school no longer exists, the Code Blue will be canceled and the
front doors will be unlocked. Parents will be notified, via a letter, that a Code Blue was activated and more
information will be given.
Code Red is a status used to describe a situation in which the danger is imminent outside of the school or within
the school building. The doors to each classroom are locked, teachers close all window shades both to the inside
hallways and to the outside and all instruction ceases. Children are to be silent in their classrooms. Attendance is
taken by the teacher to ensure all students are accounted for. Parents and visitors will not be permitted in the
building during a Code Red. A Code Red can be activated by the principal of the school, local authorities, such as
the police or fire department.
When it has been determined by the authorities that the danger to our school no longer exists, the Code Red will be
canceled and the front doors will be unlocked. Parents will be notified, via a letter, that a Code Red was activated
and more information will be given.
If either of these situations extends beyond the regular school day or prevent parents from picking up their children
during the regularly scheduled dismissal time, students home, the Parent Child Reunification Plan will be
activated.
This plan is designed to reunite parents/guardians with their child(ren) in a timely and organized fashion. Parents
will pick up children using the Gym entrance to the school. Upon entering, parents will be asked for ID and will
wait in the hall while a staff member retrieves the children and brings them to the parents. No parents will be
permitted beyond the sign-out table to ensure the safety of all.
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GRADING POLICY
Work graded by the teachers throughout the marking period will be graded with letter grades, A through F,
or with numerical equivalents.
1. Report cards grades must be recorded in letter and/or numerical grades for each marking period.
2. In order to receive the minimum passing average in a course, a student must achieve a final grade
average of “D” or “65”.
3. A student receiving three marking period grades of “F” which results in a final failure must attend
remedial summer school for said course.
4. Parents and students have the right to see and discuss their grades, if they so request at a time
convenient to the teacher. Students are to be informed by the teachers of the grading system at the
beginning of the course.
5. A marking period grade should include:
a. Homework / notebooks checked, graded or discussed.
b. Tests
c. Quizzes
d. Projects
e. Papers (i.e. Research)
f. Laboratory performance
g. Preparedness
h. Effort, class participation
6. A marking period should not include penalties for:
Attendance – excused absences and approved school functions should not count against a
grade as long as the work that can be made up is made up within the appropriate amount time.
7. Students who miss a class for an unacceptable reason will receive a failure for all work missed and
do not have the option to make up missed work.
8. Tests and homework may only be made up within the respective marking period at the
9. If child is requested by teacher to receive extra help after school through the Homework station,
then the parents are responsible for paying the full cost.
For more information regarding the above, feel free to speak with an Administrator.
GRADES AND THE GRADING SYSTEM
REPORT CARDS – Are issued four times per year, November, February, April, and June. Specific dates
will be listed in AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY , Insha’Allah.
MIDTERM AND FINAL EXAMINATIONS – Are given for all subjects. There are no make-ups for such
exams, except with written permission from the Principal pending presentation of a doctor’s note
explaining the absence.
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GRADING SYSTEM / GRADING SCALE
=

A+ and is considered Excellent

90 - 94

=

A and is considered Superb

85 – 89

=

B+ and is considered Very Good

80 – 84

=

B, and is considered Good

75 – 79

=

C+ and is considered Satisfactory / Fair

70 – 74

=

C and is considered Average

65 – 69

=

D and is considered Poor but passing

64 & below

=

F and is Failing

NC

=

No Credit, because of poor attendance (15 unexcused absences –
attendance failure and is listed on report card).

I

=

Incomplete grade, which must be made up within two (2) weeks
of next cycle.

NG

=

No Grade given, typically due to late entry to School.

ME

=

Medical Excuse, where student must make up work later.

EL

=

Entered Late to school, usually transfer students who enter
without grades at that point of the cycle.

95 – 100

ACADEMIC PROMOTION
Elementary / Middle School
Students will not be permitted to be skipped or promoted to the next grade level within the current
school year.
TAHFEEDH PROGRAM
Students enrolled in the Tahfeedh program are to maintain Islamic Adab at all times, on school premises and
outside school premises. They should also maintain good memorizing progress throughout the year according to
the Qur'anic study plan which is provided by the school. This study plan must be signed by both parent and
student.
REMOVAL FROM TAHFEEDH
Students can be removed from the Tahfeedh program if reported with the following actions:
1. Student not maintaining good Qur'anic studying for 2 marking period cycles
2. Engaging in unislamic immoral behavior
3. Getting suspended for major disciplinary action
4. Reported for committing haram actions on or outside school premises.
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GRIEVANCES
Please adhere to the following steps whenever there are any concerns regarding any aspect of the school
including, complaints, grievances, or questions it must be communicated in the following way:
1. Parents / students must first speak to their respective teachers or the staff.
2. The parents should submit their concerns in writing to the principal. As soon as the principal
receives the written complaint, he must act towards a resolution. If a ruling cannot be reached
by the principal and/or the School Executive Committee (SEC), the matter shall be referred to
the board. The parent always has the option to bring their complaint to the school board
3. The board shall investigate and make every effort to resolve the matter professionally.
4.

In any matter the decision of the board shall be final and binding on all parties.

GRIEVANCE POLICY
The administration will hear grievances of parents, students, and/or teachers. The wisdom of the Qur’an
and Sunnah must always be the guide. When a written grievance is submitted to the office – whether
initiated by parent, student, or staff-member, it will be the duty of the office to set an appointment for the
involved parties to be heard within 48 hours of notification. At this time, equal opportunity should be
provided interruption for each party to state his case. In this way, fairness is preserved. No one should feel
belittled or exalted. This is recommended to us through the teachings of Islam. After this time, the
advisory committee can discuss the issue, and a written decision should be issued to involved parties
within 24 hours.
If it has been determined that a staff-member, parent, or student, written acknowledgement, has usurped
the rights of a student, fellow staff-member, administrator, or parent and apology will be made.
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Parents may submit, in writing, any grievances concerning the disciplinary action taken by the school
administration. The Principal will review the grievance and will respond in writing. Parents may request a
meeting to present their grievance to the committee directly. However, the committee may choose the
manner of their response.
SUGGESTIONS / GRIEVANCES
Any issues, which come up between a student/teacher and a staff member, is to first be addressed with the
involved staff member before any further steps are taken. Nine out of ten times the problem can be
resolved without proceeding further.
Any comments/complaints, which cannot be resolved directly, are to be written down and given to the
secretary. The secretary will make a copy to keep on file and will give original either to the Principal or
respective administrator, as deemed appropriate. If a comment/complaint is of a confidential nature, the
person making said comment/complaint should submit two copies to the Principal or Administrator
directly.
All comments/complaints should be accompanied by suggestions whenever possible. It should not be
assumed that verbal comments, complaints, or suggestions would be retained and/or recalled by
member(s) of administrative staff. Everything should be in writing.
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HALL PASS POLICY
The students of AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY need individual corridor passes in order to walk in
the halls while classes are in session. Hall passes may be granted and completely filled in by the
teacher of the class. The pass should include the time, destination, and teacher signature. Failure
to do so will result in suspension from school. The following also applies:
•
•
•

•

Students are not permitted in the halls without a hall pass during any class period.
Teachers are not to issue any hall passes to students during 1st period, 9th period, the first
minutes of class, and the last minutes of class unless it is an emergency.
Teachers are also encouraged to remind the students to check their schedules daily, and
not to allow students to go to their lockers except before the first period, at the beginning
of lunch, and at the end of the school day.
There are no hall passes permitted during lunch period except for emergencies, approved
tutoring, or as directed by an administrator or Front Office Staff.

HEALTH
All students are required to have a complete medical examination before entering AL-MINHAAL
ACADEMY. Proof of such examinations is required on or before the first day of school along with all
appropriate inoculations.
This requirement is strictly enforced when physical impairment can impede a student’s academic growth.
Knowledge of these conditions can be helpful to staff and administrators.
Parents are expected to keep children at home when they show signs of illness. In any case of illness over
five (5) days, the student must bring a written medical notice.
HOMEWORK
By definition homework consists of school-related projects or assignments, which are completed outside
the regular school day. Both the time and the nature of the homework will vary according to factors such
as age, grade, special needs of the individual student, and the units of study being emphasized in the
classroom.
Its purpose is to serve several important purposes for the student, including:
@ The development of a sense of responsibility.
@ The practice of effective study habits.
@ The reinforcement and application of school learning.
@ The opportunity for students and parents to spend quality time together, developing a love and
appreciation of learning together.
Regarding time spent, students should spend a given amount of time almost on a daily basis working on
homework related activities. Reading should be a daily portion of their "homework" time, shared either
with another person or independently. Other homework may include homework that has been "assigned"
by the teacher, or "free choice" activities, such as studying spelling words, practicing handwriting, or
memorizing Qur'anic verses.
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The following guidelines are used in determining the quantity of homework a student is assigned four or
five days a week.
Grade
Homework Time
PK - 1st
15-30 minutes
2nd - 5th
30-60 minutes
6th and up
90 minutes and up
These times are daily averages and are based on the average student. Extra reading is always strongly
encouraged. If a student is assigned very little or no homework on a regular basis, parents should contact
the child’s teacher to discuss possible reasons and to help resolve them.
If student is capable of doing more challenging homework than the parent should contact the teacher
through e-mail and request that their child be given more challenging work. Students in high school will
be given extra and more challenging work and therefore their courses will be considered as an honors
course. Students through middle and elementary school will be considered as Gifted and Talented students
and will receive a different report card.
Note: Sometimes students do not use time at school (or home) wisely or do not plan long-range projects
well, and therefore get "behind" in their homework. When this happens, it will be necessary for the student
to spend more than the suggested time on the homework.
HOMEWORK POLICY
The purpose of homework is to help the student to realize their relationship existing between their learning
experience in the school and their interest outside of the school. Additionally, it develops a readiness for
classroom experience, which improves study and research skills. Homework provides review and
enrichment to accommodate individual differences based on the child’s interests, needs and skills. Also
homework encourages greater parental involvement in the child’s school work, and reinforces previously
introduced acquired skills.
THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER IN REGARDS TO HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS:
1. To provide carefully planned assignments which are meaningful and are based on the needs, the
skills, and the interests of the child.
2. To keep in mind the environmental limitations and handicaps under which some children must do
homework, and assist parents and students in removing learning obstacles.
3. To adjust teaching in accordance to the needs revealed through homework assignments.
4. To develop methods to monitor, review, and return the student’s corrected and completed
homework assignments back within a reasonable period of time.
5. The teacher must note that homework should never be given as a punitive measure.
Homework is an extension of the school day and an integral process of it (school work). In order to
facilitate this process and to uniform our standards, teachers must give homework assignments daily. This
also includes weekends and holidays. Learning should never take a holiday. Homework should be checked
and graded upon its submission and returned quickly to the student. Teachers are responsible for apprising
themselves of the Homework Policy.
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TESTS & QUIZZES
Tests and quizzes are given throughout each grading period to assess the students’ learning. They should
be neither excessive in number, nor should a student receive only one or two tests in a given subject area
each quarter. Also, the number of questions given on tests should be such that missing one question would
not lead to a drop in letter grade on that test.
It is the responsibility of the teachers to coordinate tests so that students do not have more than two tests
on the same day. The only testing that may be done in addition to these ‘two tests per day’ would be
Spelling Tests or Qur’an Recitation tests. Also, quizzes may be given at any time and, as a whole, usually
do not constitute more than 10-20% of a student’s final grade.
Parents or students who feel that there is a deviation from these criteria should bring the matter to the
attention of the respective teacher(s) and lead teacher.
Teachers are to give students at least one-week notice before a test and at least two days’ notice before
quizzes. Pop quizzes are to be kept to a minimum, are not encouraged, and should not be used as a
punitive measure.
GRADING
Teachers adopt very clear criteria for student evaluation. The criteria are to be clearly defined and outlined
to the students. The following areas are graded: Homework, discipline, class participation, scheduled
quizzes, pop quizzes, and exams.
HOMEWORK DURING ABSENCES
All class work and homework assignments due to absence are to be made up within a time period specified
by classroom teacher or Principal. The student is expected to show initiative in seeking out a teacher to
determine what assignments are missed and when these shall be due. Work can be sent home to any
student involved in an extended absence.
GRADING / EVALUATION OF HOMEWORK
In order to encourage positive student attitudes towards homework, teachers will be expected to instruct
their students in the proper techniques and methods for completing homework assignments.
1. The teacher checks homework as quickly as possible and affixes a comment and/or assigns
appropriate grade to all written assignments. Thus, homework grades become a part of the report
card grade.
2. The students are responsible for and expected to complete and submit each assignment on its due
date. The assignments are to conform to the procedures set forth by the teacher in conjunction with
the administration.
3. The teacher will notify a parent by phone or written note whenever a student repeatedly fails to do
his/her homework.
All homework will be discussed, graded, or checked. Regular assignments in English, Science,
Mathematics, Social Studies, Islamic Studies, Arabic Language, Computer Science and Health will count
as twenty percent (20%) of each marking period’s grade.
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CATERGORIES OF CERTIFICATE AWARDS
PRINCIPAL'S LIST – Homeroom Teacher are to select students who have successfully achieved an
average of 95% in all major subjects, will be placed on the Principal’s List.
SUPER HONOR ROLL- Students who have successfully achieved an average of 95% in all major
subjects, will be placed on the Super Honor Roll.
HONOR ROLL – are to select for awards students, who have successfully achieved an average of 90% in
all major subjects, will be placed on the Honor Roll.
INJURY
Parents must inform the school if a student is injured during school, it is his/her responsibility to file an
accident report with the designated Administrator and/or Main Office when the injury occurs. The first
thing to do when injured is to report the accident to the teacher who is supervising the activity or if it
occurred during the change of classes, report to the Main Office.
A student may not return to school needing crutches, or a cane, without a statement from his/her physician
indicating such a need.
STUDENT ABSENCE AND LATENESS POLICIES
The parents of students absent from school are to inform the Main Office.
Students may not accumulate more than 18 unexcused absences during the school year. Accrual or more
than 18 unexcused absences in a subject during the school year will result in the loss of credit for that
subject. Students enrolled in AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY will be in attendance during the days and time
school is in session.
Absence from school jeopardizes the ability of a student to satisfactorily complete the prescribed course of
study and violates the statues requiring children to attend school.
The interruption of the instructional process caused by frequent and/or repeated absence or lateness is a
major concern of all involved. It is with this concern in mind that the following attendance regulations are
recommended:
 Absence – The non-attendance of a student enrolled in the school district.



Excessive Absences – Excessive absences are the total of unexcused absences for any reason from
school, fifteen (15) days in a full year course or nine (11) days in a half-year course. Those
students who are excessively absent will receive no credit for the course in which they are absent.



Attendance – The presence of a student in school or the participation of a student in a school
sanctioned activity.
Four hours of school attendance, on any one-day, are necessary for a student to be eligible to participate in
extra-curricular activities for that specific school day.
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Excused Absences
The non-attendance of a student enrolled in the school for the following reasons:
1. Student illness or accident verified by a doctor’s note.
2. Death or serious illness in the immediate family.
3. Attendance required in court (evidence submitted).
4. Administratively approved absence.
5. School sponsored education activities, sanctioned or approved by the Principal.
6. College visitations (Seniors Only). Notes from parents to be submitted to the Lead
Teacher and Principal in advance of visitation.
Notes
Notes submitted for explaining absences must include:
a. Full name of student.
b. Dates of absence(s).
c. Reason.
d. Signature of parent.
e. Home phone number.
f. Work phone number.
Upon the student’s return to school from an absence or absences, the student will take the note to the Main
Office prior to homeroom to be filed for future reference. A daily attendance sheet will be provided. The
teachers will assume the student has an unexcused absence unless otherwise notified.
Students who are absent from school will not be able to participate in school functions or activities for that
day. If a student is absent from school, it is the student’s responsibility to contact the teacher to make up
assignments. The work must be handed in within the length of time (number of days) of the absence, e.g.,
one day absent – one day after the return to school to make up the work.
Parental notes or phone calls which document or verify a persistent nature, extended medical treatment,
and/or other extenuating circumstances will be considered under the appeals process, but will still be
counted as unexcused absences. Once a student has reached 18 days loss credit, one (1) day will be
deducted for every 10 days a student attends class without absence.
TARDINESS TO CLASS
1. If a teacher detains a student, the student should be provided with a pass to the next class.
2. If a student comes to class late without a legitimate excuse in writing, the student should be
marked as an unexcused tardy and admitted to class.
3. Students in the hallways without a pass may be picked up by the administrative staff or Security
and escorted to their appropriate class after a discipline intervention.
4. Disciplinary action will be taken on students who are chronically tardy to their classes. Submit
disciplinary report to Principal.
5. Students are expected to be in the classroom within two (2) minutes of the class starting. Any
student legitimately detained because of school business should have a late pass to class from the
staff member responsible for detaining the student. All students should be apprised of the penalty
for being late for class. Any student arriving to class, without a pass, more than five minutes, will
be marked as a cut.
6. Three (3) unexcused lateness are to be counted as a class cut. A student who comes to class so late
that he/she misses an entire class period is to be marked cutting unless the lateness is excused.
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LOSS OF CREDITS
Notification Procedures
The school has a responsibility for communicating with parents of students whose attendance patterns may
lead to loss of credits. In order to ensure that parents and students are aware of the serious ramifications of
excessive absences, the following procedures shall be followed in notifying parents of students whose
attendance patterns could result in the loss of credits.
When a student has been absent:
1. Five (5) days: The homeroom teacher will discuss the problem with the student and notify the
parent or guardian of the concern for the developing pattern of excessive absences.
2. Seven (7) days: The designated Administrator or the Principal will inform the parent or
guardian of possible loss of credit due to “excessive absences” if two (2) additional unexcused
absences occur for a semester course.
3. Nine (9) days: The Principal or designated Administrator will inform the parent or guardian
that due to “excessive absences”, credit is being denied for all semester courses in which the
student is enrolled. At the same time, it is stressed that continuing patterns of “excessive
absences” will further the possibility of the student failing for the year."
4. Fifteen (15) days: The designated Administrator or the Principal will notify the parent for a
conference to discuss the possible failure of all courses in which the student is enrolled due to
“excessive absences”.
5. Eighteen (18) days: The designated Administrator or the Principal will convene a special
meeting to discuss the particular case. The result of said meeting will inform the parent or
guardian by mail that due to “excessive absences” credit will be withheld for all courses in
which the student is enrolled and must repeat the current grade.
6. Once a student has reached 18 days of loss credit, one (1) day will be deducted for every 10
days a student attends class without absence.
Three (3) unexcused absences equals one (1) unexcused absence. fifty-four (54) unexcused lateness=
eighteen (18) unexcused absences, and will result in failure for a full-year course. Twenty-seven (27)
unexcused lateness is equal to nine (9) unexcused absences and will result in failure for a semester course.
Appeal Process
1. Upon notification of withdrawal of credit, the decision to withhold credit may be appealed in
writing to the Principal by a parent or guardian within five (5) days after receipt of
notification. The student will remain in class.
2. The Principal will convene with the Council who will be charged with the responsibility for
rendering recommendations related to this matter.
3. The Council will be composed of the following:
a. Principal.
b. President of the PTA.
c. Designated Administrator or the Principal.
4. The Principal will summarize the recommendations of the Council in writing.
LUNCH PROCEDURES
Students may bring their lunches. STUDENTS WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAVE ACCESS TO
THE MICROWAVE AT ANY TIME. Students are encouraged to have a lunch bag that sufficiently keeps
lunches cool as required, as refrigerator space is not available.
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MARKING PERIODS

Report Card

1st MP
11/18/17

2nd MP
1/27/18

3rd MP
4/14/17

4th MP
MAIL/PICK UP

REPORT CARDS WILL BE ISSUED ON THE DAY OF OPEN HOUSE
Insha’Allah, dates are approximates
REPORTS TO PARENTS
Reports Cards will be issued four (4) times a year: November, January, April, and June. Parents/Guardians
are urged to examine the report card carefully. Any questions regarding the student’s achievement may be
discussed with the subject teacher and/or the Lead Teacher. Appointments may be arranged by calling the
appropriate Lead Teacher through the Main Office.
MEDICATION
The administration of medication is not the responsibility of AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY. The following
describes the policy of AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY regarding administering medication by school
personnel.
1. The school cannot provide students with aspirin or any other medications.
2. The administration of medicine to pupils shall be done only in exceptional circumstances
wherein the child’s health and safety may be jeopardized without it.
3. A parent may come in and administer the medication for their child. It is violation of state law
for any school personnel to administer any medication.
In addition to the above stipulations, the following rules will also be adhered to:
1. No student can be excused from school for reasons of illness unless he/she is seen in the Main
Office.
2. Under no circumstances should students come to school when they are ill.
3. For attendance purposes, students who do not attend classes are considered absent. The Main
Office cannot provide proper treatment or care for students who come to AL-MINHAAL
ACADEMY ill.
STUDENTS WILL NOT BE PERMITTED TO ATTEND SCHOOL UNLESS IMMUNIZATION
REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN MET.
NON-DISCRIMINATION STATEMENT
AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY admits students of any race, color, national, or ethnic origin to all the rights,
privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or made available to students at the school. It does
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national, and ethnic origin in administration of its educational
policies, admissions policies, scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered
programs.
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PARENT – TEACHER ASSOCIATION (PTA)
We have a very active and interested group of parents and teachers who comprise the Parent – Teacher
Associations. Our PTA has developed a schedule of meetings whereby parents and students can seek
information and share their concerns about any improvements of AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY that they
deem appropriate. We welcome all parents, teachers, and students who wish to become members to
strengthen and enhance our school. Membership in the Parent Teacher Association (PTA) is mandatory
for all parents with children attending AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY .
Parents are strongly encouraged to attend the PTA meetings.
PARENT – TEACHER CONFERENCES
The Parent-Teacher conference is designed to inform parents of their child’s progress and development in
the student’s academic and Islamic Studies. It should be used as an opportunity for the parent and teacher
to discuss ideas to further fulfill the needs of the individual student.
PARENTS’ RESPONSIBILITIES
The education of our children is a cooperative effort involving the student, parents, home, school and
community. Informed parents make fine partners in the educational process. While every effort will be
made to keep parents informed, parental initiative to know their child’s program and status is encouraged.
Parents should be willing to accept the following responsibilities:
1. Sending students to school in the proper state of health, clean, well groomed, all children (boys &
girls) should wear socks, and arriving to school on time;
2. Encouraging positive attitudes toward learning and respect for school authorities and other
students;
3. Cooperating with school personnel in efforts to maintain and improve student attitudes and
behavior, as well as motivation of enthusiasm for excellence, involvement in extracurricular
activities, and acceptance of the challenge of responsibility;
4. Assuming full responsibility for damage to school property, including the financial responsibility
for repair or replacement of the property;
5. Encouraging students to be proud members of the AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY student body.
PARENT / SCHOOL COMMUNICATION
COMMUNCATION
Parents are to call the school for any and all information concerning their children. Of course a successful
school is dependent on good communication. Parents can communicate with their respective teachers by
appointment only. They should call or e-mail the school in advance to make an appointment. No one will
be seen without a previously scheduled appointment.
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Communication between parents and school (staff, teachers, administrators, etc. ) is essential for the
success of our operation, therefore; we encourage our parents to communicate with the school through email. Any concerns should be sent through e-mail to make sure all parties have documentation of
request/concern. School administrators must respond to parent's concern within 24 hours upon receipt of
request. This is to ensure the safety and success of our children.
MAKE THE COMMITMENT
Parents of students at AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY shall sign the following commitment prior to the
child(ren)’s being admitted to AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY :
With Allah (swt) as your witness,
J Make the commitment to raise your child as a Muslim;
J Make the commitment to remind your child to pray 5 times daily;
J Make the commitment to pray with your child at least once per day;
J Make the commitment to encourage your child to dress Islamically inside and outside of school;
J Make the commitment not to allow your child to come to the Masjid dressed unIslamically;
J Make the commitment to actively support the school, its policies, and its activities;
J Make the commitment to be aware of your child’s assignments on a daily basis;
J Makes the commitment to require the development of your child’s Islamic character: no lying, no
disrespect to others, any mocking, etc.;
J Make the commitment to understand and develop in your child respect for others and for him /
herself;
J Make the commitment to emphasize to your child the necessity to come to school clean, in clean
clothes, with short and clean fingernails, with brushed, well-kempt hair;
J Make the commitment to encourage your child not to slouch, not to sit with one leg on the other,
not to talk back to teachers or each other, always face the front of the class, not to deface property,
and to keep the school clean.
PARENT VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
All parents are required to volunteer 15hrs per student yearly or pay $150.00 per child if they cannot
participate in the Volunteer program.
Some areas where your help is needed:
1. Introduce Yourself to your child’s teacher the first week of school.
2. Take some time to stop in at the school and check on your child’s progress.
3. Check your child’s homework every night.
4. Get your child(ren) to bed early.
5. Give them a good breakfast in the morning.
6. Get them to school on time.
7. Check to see that they have the necessary school supplies.
8. watch educational programs with your child
9. Award good behavior
10. Correcting papers for teachers
11. reading to the younger children
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12. Be a class parent
13. Assist with special events and school functions
14. Plan a school trip or be a chaperone
15. Head a fundraising committee
16. Assist teachers during Salah time
17. Assist with crossing the children to and from school
18. Tape educational programs
19. Make posters for the classroom and hallway
20. assist in the cafeteria during and after lunch
21. Assist with the development of the school library
22. Help establish a science lab
23. proctor for state testing
24. Make phone calls
25. Assist with typing of filing in the school office
26. Run errands to the teacher store for teachers.
27. Develop, assist, or supervise extracurricular activities
28. Assist the P.T.A.
PROBATION – ACADEMIC / BEHAVIORAL
It is imperative that we have the cooperation of the student in order to achieve academic success. All staff
members are encouraged to assist the students in developing the best academic performance. However,
students who consistently demonstrate a failing or troubled academic status will be placed on academic
probation. Any student failing two or more subjects in any given cycle shall immediately be placed on
academic probation. Any student demonstrating a marked decline during a marking period may be placed
on academic probation after consultation with the Principal. Parents are asked to assist us by encouraging
students to complete daily homework assignments and encouraging them to spend more time studying.
Students should be sure to make appointments for tutoring with the appropriate teachers.
Additionally, students are to cooperate in and out of the classroom environment in order to sustain an
effective learning milieu. Any student who consistently demonstrates behavior that impedes or interferes
with the educational process shall be placed on behavioral probation.
Parents will be notified of students who have been placed on academic / behavioral probation and each
student will be responsible for presenting a daily progress report. A student placed on probation will be
responsible for presenting a Daily Progress Report to each teacher, each day. Parents are responsible for
signing this form daily so that the student may return it the next day. The Homeroom teacher will give this
form daily so that the student may return it the next day. The Homeroom teacher will give the student a
new form after presenting the signed one from the previous day.
Students who are on probation, but do not have the appropriate form, should be given a brief note signed
by the teacher with regard to his/her academic performance.
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The teacher will be responsible for monitoring the report for parent signature and will periodically
evaluate the student’s improvement or continued probation status. New students will automatically enter a
state of academic and behavioral probation for the first marking period until fully evaluated.
SCHOOL MATERIALS
All students at AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY are issued books and/or materials at the beginning of the
school year for which they are responsible for during that year. These materials must be returned at the end
of the school year. Failure to return school property in the same condition as when it was issued will lead
to the levying of fines.
These fines are necessary to replace lost or damaged instructional materials. Final report card, transcripts,
etc. will be withheld if books materials and/or money are owed. These obligations must be resolved and
satisfied before any records are given to anyone.
Textbooks issued to students should be cared for with pride, since they are the student’s temporary
personal property and responsibility.
1. Student must print their name in the proper place on book covers.
2. Lost books must be paid for immediately. If the book is found, money will be refunded to the
student upon the return of the receipt NO COURSE GRADE OR TRANSCRIPT WILL BE
AWARDED FOR ANY STUDENT WHO FAILS TO PAY FOR A LOST BOOK.
3. The following prices will be adhered to when levying book fines.
1. Torn pages - $1.00 per page
2. Torn cover / broken binding - $10.00 per book
3. Abused book which renders it unusable or lost book
• 2 to 5 years old – 75% of original cost
• Over 5 years old – 50% of original cost
SCHOOL RECORDS
Parents and students over eighteen years of age have the right to inspect official or permanent school
records. School officials at AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY may determine the time and way the materials
will be presented.
SCHOOL VISITORS
Due to the potential for disruption of work, employees are not to have non-employee visitors on
AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY premises (e.g., friends). No one is permitted in the school building that is not
a staff member, an employee of AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY, or a student listed on the school’s
attendance register.
Friends of employees are not permitted to visit the school for any reason. Faculty members should
discourage friends from using AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY as a “meeting place”.
Family members of faculty should first report to the Main Office to sign in. It should be noted that
entrance to classes will not be permitted during class instruction.
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All school visitors must:
• Report to Main Office to sign in and for further instructions regarding visitation.
• Anyone not abiding by the above will be regarded as “Trespasser” and reported to the Security
staff and charged with illegal trespassing.
• Obtain a visitor’s pass and wear/carry it at all times and return it upon leaving.
This also includes young children who are not a part of any instructional program at AL-MINHAAL
ACADEMY
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY has incorporated the following activities and events to distinguish its
Islamic identity and to promote the most advanced quality of education possible.
ARABIC, QUR’AN AND ISLAMIC STUDIES
The Arabic Language program aims at enabling students to receive accurate knowledge from Qur’an and
Sunnah, as they are the true sources of Islamic study and practice.
Islamic Studies, Arabic, and Qur’an are among the most important subjects taught at AL-MINHAAL
ACADEMY . The students are taught Fiqh, Seerah, Tafseer and Aqidah to instill an understanding of
Islam, a desire to practice Islam, an appreciation of the Qur’an as the guide to mankind and a sense of
responsibility to spread the message to all of humanity. These three courses constitute the “Rope of Islam”
to hold onto and, Insha’Allah, to lead to success in the hereafter.
PRAYER / SALAAH
As an Islamic school, Al-Minhaal Academy aims at strongly adhering to the commands of Allah
subhanAllah wa ta’ala and Prophet Mohammad sallallaahu alayhe wa sallam. It is therefore the school’s
duty to schedule time for Thuhr Salaat at its prescribed time during the school schedule.
FIELD TRIPS
Al-Minhaal Academy field trips represent a part of the school’s extended classroom approach to learning.
It is the school’s practice to take the classroom to the source to enhance the learning process. Field trips
are systematically organized according to grade levels, therefore eliminating a repetition of the same
outings from year to year. Effort has been made to provide field trips for each course of study and varying
subject matters. Parents are expected to pay a small fee at group rate prices when applicable, and to sign a
field trip permission slip. Parents will be provided advance notice for all field trips, Insha’Allah.
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
Achievement Awards are given each quarter to students who excel in academics and/or behavior. These
awards are to be given out at the quarterly Awards Assemblies.

SUGGESTION BOX
Concerns of both the parent and student could be submitted in the Suggestion Box. These concerns can be
anonymous and all constructive criticism is welcomed.
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TARDINESS TO CLASS
If a teacher detains a student, the student should be provided with a pass to the next class. It is the
responsibility of the student to secure a late pass.
If a student comes to class late without a legitimate excuse in writing, the student should be marked as an
unexcused tardy and admitted to class.
Students in the hallway after class begins will be picked up by the administrative staff or security and
escorted to their appropriate class after a disciplinary intervention.
Disciplinary action will be taken on students who are chronically tardy to class.
Students are expected to be in the classroom at the beginning of class. Any student legitimately detained
because of school business should have a late pass to class from the staff member responsible for detaining
the student. All students should be advised of the penalty for being late for class.
Three (3) unexcused incidents of being late will be counted as a class cut. A student who comes to class so
late that he/she misses an entire period is to be marked cutting unless the lateness is excused.
Five (5) incidents of late arrival are considered as one (1) absence. This will be enforced.
TEACHER CONTACT
Teachers at AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY will make contact with parents in order to assist the student, the
parent, or the teacher in understanding and resolving education or behavioral issues. Positive as well as
issue-oriented communication is strongly encouraged. In no instance should parents be surprised by their
child’s progress or lack thereof. Each teacher should make an effort to meet or call parent(s) of every
student in his/her class at least once every month. The purpose of the meeting is to address special needs
and concerns in which the parent can play a major role. We cannot rely solely upon the parent’s taking the
initiative in contacting teachers. In most cases, parents of students in need of special attention do not
follow up on their child’s progress, and we need to do all we can to get the parents involved.
TRANSPORTATION REIMBURSEMENT
(FORM B62 – Application for private school transportation)
For those eligible for transportation reimbursement forms will be made available at the receptionist area.
TUITION PAYMENT
Registration, Book and Tuition Fees:
The Registration, Book and 10% of Annual Tuition Fees must be paid at the time of confirmation of
admission.
Registration fee is non-refundable and Book fees are only refundable within two weeks from the first day
of school admission.
Tuition is based on an annual tuition and not a monthly tuition. Parents have the option of breaking the
payments to 10 payments, 8 payments, 2 payments, or to pay the full year.
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Parents who will pay the Annual Tuition in full at the beginning of the year, then Registration Fees shall
be credited to their account.
The Monthly Tuition Fees must be paid on the first working day of each month. Tuition must be paid in
full and no amount may be subtracted from it.
Guarantors are liable to pay the full annual tuition unless the student is withdrawn within two weeks from
the first day of school admission.
If fee is not received by the 10th of the month that the tuition is due, then students will be suspended until
such time that the accounts are made current. Every reasonable attempt will be made to work with the
parents/guardians. However if success is not met, students will be dismissed.
Guarantors are liable to pay the full annual tuition unless the student is withdrawn within two weeks from
the first day of school admission.
Payment can be made in cash or check. Payments are to be made between the hours of 8 – 11 a.m.
Payment received after the stated hours (i.e. 8 - 11 a.m.) must be deposited in the mailboxes (checks only)
located in the reception area. Payment must be placed in a sealed envelope with the child’s name and
grade written on it.
Returned Checks:
A fee of $20.00 shall be charged for every returned check.
Delinquent Accounts:
The school shall inform the parents if their account is 30-day or more overdue. Every reasonable attempt
shall be made to work with the parents. However, if success is not met, school reserves the right to
suspend and/or dismiss students of such parents from the school.
Withdrawing from School:
In the case of withdrawals, 30-day notice must be given. Parents are responsible for payment of tuition 30
days after the notice of withdrawal. Transfers, school records, etc. shall not be provided to parents who do
not adhere to the above policy or who have tuition arrears. NO EXCEPTIONS MADE.
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SUMMARY
1. Registration/Book Fees must be paid in full to reserve a spot.
2. Full Payment of annual tuition prior to deadline waives registration fees and 5% discount applied to tuition.
3. Registration fees are non-refundable/Book Fees are non-refundable after five (5) business days from the date of
admission.
a. Book fees will be used solely for use of books and tests provided by the school.
b. Books are to be returned to the school upon completion of the course or school year.
4. Tuition is due on the first of every month.
a. Processing Fee: If the tuition is paid after the fifth, a processing fee will be added to your balance.
(Processing fee amount will vary. It will be based on how much time & effort was spent to collect balance
amount)
5. Parents/Guardians are liable to pay the full annual tuition irrespective of early withdrawal from the school
6. One time Family Enrollment Fee: New families have to pay a onetime enrollment fee of $1,000 per family.
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AL- MINHAAL ACADEMY PARENT
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF HANDBOOK RECEIPT
PARENTS: PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN
I have read Al-Minhaal Academy’s Parent Handbook and agree to adhere to the policies therein.

_____________________________ ___________
*Student Signature
Date

_____________________________
Parent’s Signature

___________
Date

This page must be signed and returned to the school by Monday, September 25, 2017. Failure to do this
will require a mandatory parent-student-administration conference before the student can return to
school.
*Student signature is only required for 7th-12th grade students.

_____________________________ ___________
Additional Student Signature
Date

_____________________________ ___________
Additional Student Signature
Date

_____________________________ ___________
Additional Student Signature
Date

_____________________________ ___________
Additional Student Signature
Date

For additional information about
AL-MINHAAL ACADEMY
visit our web-site at www.ALMINHAALACADEMY.com
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